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For Creative Minds

Dichotomous Key

A dichotomous key helps to sort (classify) animals. These keys work by asking yes or 
no questions. Each answer leads to another yes or no question, until the animal class is 
identified. Use the dichotomous key below to learn what defines mammals, birds, reptiles, 
amphibians, and fish.

Is the animal warm-blooded?

yes no

Does the animal have feathers? Does the animal have scales?

yes

It is a bird.

no

Does it have hair, fur, 
whiskers, or quills?

yes

Are the scales dry?

no

Does it have  
moist skin?

yes

It is a mammal.

yes

It is a fish.

yes

It is an amphibian.

no

It is a reptile.

Does the animal have a spine or spinal column?

no

It is an invertebrate.

yes

It is a vertebrate.



Mammal or Not?

Use the dichotomous key on the previous page to identify whether these animals are 
mammals or not. If it is not a mammal, identify whether it is an invertebrate, fish, reptile, 
amphibian, or bird. Answers are below. 

Penguins have spines 
and are warm-blooded. 
They are covered in 
feathers and spend 
most of their lives in 
the water. 

Dogs have spines and 
fur on their bodies. 
They are warm-
blooded. Many dogs 
live with humans as 
pets (domesticated).

Honeybees have 
no spine. They are 
insects and live in a 
group called a colony. 
Honeybees build and 
live in hives.

Toads have bumpy, 
moist skin. They have 
spines and are cold-
blooded. Their bodies 
change from tadpoles 
to frogs in a process 
called metamorphosis. 

Humans are warm-
blooded and have 
spines. Their bodies 
are covered in hair, not 
feathers. Humans live 
all around the world.

Snakes are cold-
blooded and have 
spines. They have dry 
scales covering their 
bodies. Some snakes 
are venomous.

Stingrays have spines 
and are cold-blooded. 
They are covered in 
small, moist scales and 
use gills to breathe 
oxygen from the water.

Elephants are warm-
blooded and have hair. 
Elephants eat plants 
and live in groups 
called herds. They have 
spines. 

Answers: Mammal: dogs, humans, elephants. Invertebrate: honeybees. Fish: stingrays. Reptile: snakes. Amphibian: toads. Bird: penguins. 



Some Mammals Are Different

There are more than 5,400 species of mammals in the world. Most mammals give birth to 
live young. Only two mammals lay eggs: platypuses and echidnas. Most mammals walk on 
land or swim in water. Only one type of mammal can fly: bats. 

The platypus is a mammal that lives in Australia and 
Tasmania. They have webbed feet and a bill like a 
duck’s. They have thick hair and a sleek body like an 
otter’s. Their tails are broad and flat like a beaver’s. 
The males have venomous spikes on their back feet. 
Platypuses spend much of their time in the water 
and live in dirt burrows along the shore. Female 
platypuses lay eggs that hatch after only 10 days. The 
babies are smaller than a penny. They rely on their 
mothers for milk and care until they learn to swim at 
3 to 4 months old.

The echidna is a mammal that lives in Australia and 
New Guinea. They use their 7 inch (18 cm) long tongue 
to scoop out and eat ants and termites. Echidnas 
have long claws and are fast diggers. When they are 
threatened by predators, echidnas dig straight down 
into the ground to get away. Female echidnas lay 
eggs that they carry in a pouch for 50 days. An infant 
echidna is called a puggle. The newly-hatched puggles 
live in a burrow and are cared for by their mother until 
they are 7 months old. 

About one-fifth of all mammals are bats. Bats live all 
around the world. Although there are other mammals 
that can glide through the air (like flying squirrels), 
bats are the only mammals that can fly. Most bats eat 
fruit or insects. Just one little brown bat can eat 1,000 
mosquitoes in a single hour of hunting! Some people 
build bat-houses to attract bats and keep insects 
away. Bats are active at night and sleep during the day 
(nocturnal). They hang upside down to sleep in caves, 
barns, or tree branches. 



Mammals Near You

You are a mammal. All of the people you know are mammals. If you have a cat or a dog, 
you have a mammal for a pet. What other mammals live near you? Anywhere you live—in 
the city, the suburbs, or a rural area—there are wild animals around you. Look for signs of 
mammals and other animals. Keep a journal of what you find. 

badger bear deer fox porcupine raccoon squirrelotter

Look for tracks (footprints). It’s easiest to spot animal tracks in sand, mud, snow, or soft 
soil. Animals need water, so check for tracks in the dirt near a stream, pond, or other body 
of water. Bring a ruler with you so you can measure the tracks. Draw the tracks in your 
journal. You can look up tracks in a field guide to identify the animal that made the tracks.

Look for evidence of feeding. Has something been chewing on bushes, about 3 to 5 feet 
(1-1.5m) off the ground? There might be deer around. Is there a round, shallow hole in the 
dirt about 4 inches (10 cm) across? There might be skunks in your area. Look for chewed 
mushrooms, broken twigs and trees with bark gnawed off. These are all signs of animals 
feeding in the area. Draw them in your journal, especially if you can see any clear teeth-
marks. Small mammals gather food and hide it in a log or underneath tree roots. If you find 
a pile of fruit, seeds, or nuts, draw it in your journal or take a picture. Don’t move or take 
the food pile. The animal that put it there will be hungry and come looking for it later on. 

Look for scat (poop). All animals poop. The kind of poop you find can tell you what kind of 
animals are in your area, when they were there, and even what they eat. Rabbits leave small, 
round balls that are usually yellow-green. Fox scat looks like dog poop, but can have pieces 
of the fox’s food in it, like fur, feathers, small bones, or seeds. Deer have shiny, smooth, 
pellet-shaped scat. If you find animal poop, measure it and draw it in your journal. Try not 
to touch the poop when you measure it and be sure to wash your hands afterward. 

Look for signs of habitation. Animals need a place to live. Some birds build nests. 
Some mammals dig burrows and dens. Some animals make their homes in the attics or 
crawlspaces of buildings. Other animals build their own homes, like beaver lodges or bee 
hives. Look for holes in the ground, especially near the base of trees. These might be the 
entrance to animals’ burrows or dens. Any naturally-made hole—like a hollow log, rotting 
stump, knot in a tree, cave, or crevice in the rocks—is a good place for animals to live. 
Look for other animal signs, like tracks or scat, in the area. If you can see inside the hole, 
look for bits of fur or feathers that might have fallen off the animal. There might also be 
nesting material, like leaves, grass, twigs, that the animal uses to make their home more 
comfortable. Draw the entrance to the animal’s home and anything you can see inside. Don’t 
put your hand into any holes or animal homes—you might disturb the animal inside.


